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Hares: Thai Connection

Tiger, Cobbler, Pawn Shop, Top Off, Minnie Mouse

phuket-hhh.com

Most unfortunately our dutiful scribe Not Cleaver was under the weather with some viral infection and 
asked another infection, Fungus, to stand-in as scribe.  More likely under the covers with PP, but get 
better and see you back next week hopefully.

Today's run was organized (not) by the Thai
Connection especially to honour Khun Cobbler for his
“HA HA - 55th” birthday.  To top their organizing off
they made this a T-shirt run.  Unfortunately our turn out
was high and the shirts were limited so some of the
newer hashers didn't get one.  Well, sorry lads and
lasses, but keep coming, you'll get a shirt one day.

Our GM opened the circle by roasting the hares, or as
it turned out, those hares in attendance by asking each
one tough questions like “what did you do persopnally?
Did you look for the trails, or did you lay the paper, and
did you place the signs”.  Well it seems that the only one that could come up with an answer wasn't in 
the circle, Cartoon.  So, while Tiger (lead hare??) sat on the ice for not even having a telephone 
Cartoon proceeded to inform everyone exactly how much wasn't done by the Thai Connection.  As it 
turned out the most involvement was right then and there in the circle where there was free beer for the 
hares.  Well done Thai Connection and even more “well done” to Cartoon, who didn't even get his 
name listed with the other hares on the shirt.

Virgins in.  In came one girl but Fungus stayed on his stool.  Then in came another girl, a little more 
properly dressed for water and Fungus got up to make sure all was wetted and whetted properly, which 
got him a mouthful of water shot back at him.  Good on you girls, welcome to the hash and we hope to 
see more of you.

Run Offences Were interrupted by GM to make a couple of shirt awards.  Butt Plug was awarded his 
200-Run shirt and Two Dogs Fucking received his 25-Run shirt.  Keep it up guys!  Back to the RO's 
Bullet Rash called in Cartoon for the proper recognition he deserved for having done all the haring 
tasks (except drinking the free hare beer). Fungus got Rusty Hook and Tequila Slapper in.  As turns out 
TS every week outruns the front runners as they leave the circle in order to get ahead enough to turn 
around and snap their picture.  Rusty Hook hasn't been around for a while and apparently felt the need 
to pour on the coal to outrun TS and nearly ran her to death.  Welcome back RH, good to see your so fit
still.

Mini Mouse called in all the sponsors listed on the reverse of the shirt.  Then she called in the 
“support” side of the sponsors and doubled the down-down beer going out.  Anyway, good job to Thai 
Connection, Cartoon, and the rest of the support team that gave us a good day and a great shirt.
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Birthdays  Google Ass called in for his 73rd Birthday beer and a well deserved HBYC.  Keep in mind 
it's GA out running all the front runners
to catch them on video 2 or 3 times
each run.  GA's birthday wish to be
served beer by two sexy ladies turned
into a scrum-like affair that even had
WTFIA in for the ride.  Be careful what
you wish for in the Hash.  On the plus
side...30 Baht Beers.  Yes GA.

Steward The Reverend Fingerlicker
entertained the circle with a tribute to
our Heavenly Hasher Popeye by
recalling a time when they were lost
together and emerged not just one ridge
from where they needed to be, but one
valley beyond.  The Rev then got all the
Yanks in to thank us for Trump and get
a free beer. Thanks Rev for the beer and
the good spot, even though 72% of the
words were indecipherable. No Hope
then got the Rev back in for tramping
back and forth through the cow patty 12
times.

Steward Lucky Lek was called in as a back-to-back with Reverend Fingerlicker so the notes went 
from shite trying to follow the Rev to ultrashite even trying to figure out the topic of the jokes, much 
less the jokes themselves.  Well, a lot of hashers were called in, and a lot of down-down beers served 
and the conclusion was a peaceful rendition by LL of Amazing Grace.  Amazing LL, and probably a 
good spot, we need to think about it some.  Everyone was impressed when you got the call from 
Obama.

GM got Cartoon in for an impromptu
spot to fill out the rest of the daylight
before getting the hares in for the
judgement call.  JC ran the circle
through the various calls but some
nagging pesky voice from the circle
annoyed JC enough to quickly call in
St. Blow Job and throw the Hash Shit
ring of honour around his neck.
Circle Closed.

Not Cleaver, get well and see you
next week.

Fungus


